A solution born of necessity. And of love.

Our daughter Shameera was born in October 1996, with a rare chromosome abnormality called Partial Trisomy 18. At age two, she began wearing two digital behind-the-ear hearing aids... an investment of thousands of dollars.

Shameera would often pull off the hearing aids, not understanding what they were for. Like any active toddler, she would sometimes lose them while playing or decide they were perfect for an game of "hide and seek."

We simply could not afford to lose such costly technology. There had to be a simple, inexpensive way to keep Shameera's hearing aids secure and safe. From this frustration, Ear Gear was born!

I created a colorful pair of Spandex sleeves to cover her hearing aids, with a cord attached that would clip to her clothing. If she took them off, they stayed with her. Ear Gear also looked great, did not interfere with the function of her hearing instruments, kept out dirt and sweat, and reduced chafing on her ears.

We soon discovered that many other children, and adults as well, had the same concerns about their hearing aids. Out of desperation—and love for our daughter—a simple yet highly effective idea evolved. Ear Gear is now available around the world... and recommended by professionals throughout the hearing healthcare business.

We invite you to try Ear Gear. We back every product with a one-year unconditional guarantee. It's a modest investment that could save you thousands of dollars and a lot of worry. It certainly did for us!

Mark Rosal
Ear Gear

Ear Gear works for people of all ages.

I rode in high heat and humidity for 167 miles last Thursday for the kids with hearing impairments at Arkansas Children's Hospital and wore the cover over my BTE all day. Actually I've been wearing your product since the weather heated up and I was training. Awesome product! —George "Geo" Cobb

We love Ear Gear and Leandra loved the fact that she could pick the color out herself. It is comfortable for her to wear, and she enjoys having the color on her "ear rings," as we call her hearing aids. Thank you! —Myssa Diaz

Keegan was implanted in April of 2007. In the past he has thrown two implants out the car window and many times tried to throw parts of it away. My husband and I were at the end of our rope. What a great help Ear Gear has been... Keegan wears his cochlear processor every day and not once has he tried ripping it off. —Karla Hendrick

I work in a potash mine 3200 ft below the surface. Due to the salt in the dust and the sweating, I was afraid I would damage my aid and wore it very little. [With] Ear Gear I no longer have to clean it every day. It allows me to be more aware of my workplace and to work safely with others, as I now leave my hearing aid on all times. —Dean Bryant

My two boys love their Ear Gear. We had tried using covers in the past but they would often tear... [now] they play a whole game without their hearing aids cutting off and we haven't had the problem with rust that we had in the past. Matt and Jake also think they look "cooler." —Anne Brown

When [our daughter] started teething, it was impossible to keep her hearing aids on her ears and out of her mouth. We tried several different clips and they didn't work. We are very glad we tried Ear Gear. It has worked wonders for us.

—Samantha Rayburn

To order and for more information:
Toll free: 1.888.766.1838
Online: www.gearforears.com
Or contact one of our dealers.
Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Paypal, check or money order
A simple, inexpensive idea that could save you thousands of dollars.
Just because you’ve invested a lot of money in a BTE hearing instrument doesn’t mean you have to stop enjoying an active life.
Yes, things like sweat, moisture, dirt and shock can seriously damage sophisticated electronics. And there’s always the risk of losing your hearing instrument.
The good news is, there is a simple and inexpensive solution.

**Instant protection for any behind-the-ear hearing instrument.**
Like most good ideas, Ear Gear is a simple solution to a difficult problem. Ear Gear slip snugly over any BTE hearing instrument, providing effective protection against virtually all the things that threaten your investment. They’re comfortable, acoustically transparent so they won’t interfere with your BTE’s performance, and available in a wide range of styles and colors. And they cost as little as $24.95.

**The most effective, least expensive way to protect your hearing instrument.**

**Ear Gear will child-proof a hearing instrument.**
You know that hearing instruments and active kids are a risky combination. Choose an Ear Gear style that clips to your child’s clothing, and their hearing instrument becomes almost impossible to lose. Plus, kids like the bright colors, reduced chafing and the “fashion statement” they can make with Ear Gear… which makes wearing a hearing instrument more enjoyable for them.

**Superior to the competition.**
With Ear Gear, you can choose from cored and cordless designs. Our unique double-wall nylon/Spandex blend shuts out moisture, dust and dirt, and is extremely durable. Only with Ear Gear do you get security, protection from the environment, and a high degree of “coolness,” too.

**Order now. And quit worrying about your hearing instrument.**
Call or visit our website for more information. You’ll find Ear Gear to be the best friend your hearing instrument could have.

---

“Here is a photo of Gage with his Ear Gear. He really loves it, and it has prevented him from destroying his Cochlear Processor. Thank you… you have saved me thousands!”
—Heather Petri

---

*Ear Gear Original Corded in yellow
Ear Gear FM Cordless in black
Ear Gear Mini Curved Cordless in red
Ear Gear Cochlear Cordless in beige

Choose from 14 different colors and combinations